**Trackmen Finish Season with Union, RPI Wins**

By Marc Wehrle

The Albany track and field team wrapped a successful RPI Invitational with a first place finish in the 4-4400 meter relay. The winning time of 3:26.1 Milazzo and Cooney set a new school record.

Mike Morten, an assistant to the coach, said this was the second to last of the school's season and that they will be looking forward to next year.

**Danes Foiled Twice By Rival Siena; Beat RPI**

By Marc Wehrle

Siena Sweeps Day-Night Doubleheader

But Five-Run Eighth Dumps RPI, 6-1

The Siena men's baseball team defeated Albany, 99-55, on Wednesday night.

But Five-Run Eighth Dumps RPI, 6-1

The Danes managed to scrape three runs off of the bases and add another run to the tally in the top of the fifth inning. They left men on second base and third base but failed to score any runs in the inning.

In the top of the sixth inning, they tried again to get on the board but failed to do so.

However, the Siena offense exploded in the bottom of the sixth inning, scoring five runs. They finished the game with 15 total runs, which is a significant increase from the previous game where they only scored 1-2 runs.
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**Students Boycott Partially Enforced Bus Policy**

**ID Boycott Is Called Successful**

By Ruth Briner

Students who did not show their ID when boarding the campus buses were able to do so after a successful boycott last week.

The Siena Student Government Association (SSGA) called for the boycott after the university announced that it would begin requiring ID checks on all campus buses.

The boycott lasted for two days and was successful in persuading the university to delay the implementation of the policy.

**Mandatory Students Course Evaluation Delayed**

A proposal has been made to delay the mandatory students' course evaluation delayed indefinitely. The proposal was introduced by University Senator Eric Koli.

The proposal was intended to delay the mandatory students' course evaluation system in order to give the university more time to consider the implications of the new policy.

**The Summer's Movies**

See Tuesday's Aspects — Page 7
World Capsules

Assembly Speaker Named
SAN SALVADOR (UPI) - Salvador A. Maldonado, 46, former senator and leading opposition leader, has been named the new Assembly speaker. Maldonado, leader of the leftist opposition, replaces the conservative Mario Caetano. Caetano was removed from office in a military coup last March.

Breathe, Breathe in the Air
Six days ago, President Ronald Reagan met with his version of Soviet President Leonid I. Brezhnev in the White House. In doing so, a crucial role was played by 37,000 pounds of smoking cigarettes. A year ago, on May 4, 1981, about 70,000 people demonstrated in Moscow in protest of smoking in the workplace.

Reagan, Brezhnev to Meet
WASHINGTON, D.C. (AP) - President Reagan will meet with the Soviet leader by July 15, but no site has been set. The meeting will take place after the United States and Soviet Union have completed a round of arms control talks in Geneva.

Cambridge Briefs
Summer is for the Birds

Pierce Heating System Causes Hot Situation

Construction Timing is Questioned

ST. JEREMY BEPHE

A new Pierce heating system is installed on Alumni Quail's Pierce Hall. The installation of this heating system by the University Facilities Department has sparked concern among the student body. However, the system is expected to be completed by the end of the year.

Survey of Students Reveals Uncertainty Over Bus Fares

By MARK HAMMOND

A survey of 300 students revealed that 65% of students are concerned about the increase in bus fares. The survey was conducted by the Student Council and the results were presented to the University Administration. The Administration is considering the possibility of implementing a new fare structure.

The survey also indicated that 45% of students are uncertain about the future of the bus system. A meeting is scheduled for next week to discuss the issue further.

Computers Offered as Solution to Sign-up Woes

By ALAN STERN

The University has offered computers as a solution to the sign-up woe. The system will allow students to sign up for courses using a computerized system. The system is expected to be fully operational by the fall semester.

The computer system will be introduced on campus on May 15. Students will be able to register for courses using the system. The system is expected to be fully operational by the fall semester.

Wolfe estimates the switch-over will be complete by the fall semester. The system is expected to be fully operational by the fall semester.
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A demonstration will be held at Albany's Port Orange on May 15. The demonstration is expected to draw a large crowd. The University is expected to make a decision on the system by the end of the month.
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POLITICAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION

Elections for the 1982 - 83 Academic Year will take place May 10th, 1982 at 7:00pm at the GSPA. Nominations (2 names required from persons having attended at least 2 meetings) will be accepted until May 7, 1982 (no later than 3:00pm) to Ann Wright, GSPA. A party will follow after the elections at 7:30 at the GSPA.

Remember: Applications for PI SIGMA ALPHA, the National Political Science Honor Society can be obtained from Ann Wright at the GSPA and should be returned no later than May 14, 1982 by 3:00pm.

For more information please contact: Sue Schiffman 455-6781

GENESIS

Sexuality Resource Center
105 Schuyler Hall 457-8015

New Hours for Spring
Tues. 7:00-10:00
Wed. 2:00-7:00
Thurs. 7:00-10:00

There's a place you can go for help.

A voice to listen to. A staff to talk to.

ATTEMPT UNDERGRADS!

Unsure about next year?
Withdrawing? Taking a Leave? Transferring?
If you plan to withdraw from the university either before finals or upon completing the semester, please stop by or call the Student Affairs Office, Administration 128, 457-4642.

May 7th is the last day voluntary withdrawals can be initiated if you do not intend to complete this semester. If you plan to transfer out "take time off" next semester, it is important to file the appropriate forms so you leave campus so that unnecessary billing or other administrative actions can be avoided.

Get Personal with ASP Classifieds

From Small Things, Big Things One Day Come

PRIZES INCLUDE: Posters, Albums and The Latest LP's by:

Dave Edmunds
XTC
Tommy Tutone
Nick Lowe
Paul McCartney

Drawing 5/7 4pm at Record Town (Stuy. Plaza)

MUST BE THERE TO WIN
**London Calling**


Robert Schneider

The band is a very impressive musical group. They were based on their music and their personal style. The band has been very successful due to their unique sound and their ability to attract a large audience.

They played their new album, "London Calling," which was well-received by the audience. The band's music is a mixture of rock and roll, punk, and reggae. They use instruments such as guitars, keyboards, and drums to create a unique sound.

The show was held at the University Community Orchestra, and it was a great experience. The audience was dancing and singing along with the band, and the energy in the room was electric.

The band's lead singer, Luciano Reich, trained at Juilliard and Mills College. He is known for his powerful voice and his ability to connect with the audience.

The band also has a战略合作, The Minister. The Minister is a group of local musicians who have been playing together for several years. They have a similar sound and style, which complements the band's music.

The show was a success, and the band received a lot of positive feedback from the audience. They played several of their new songs, as well as some of their older hits, which were well-received by the crowd.

The show was sponsored by the local music studio, Original Composition, and it was held at the Albany Symphony Orchestra venue.

---

**Self Reich-ousness**

Debbie Millman

The band is a very impressive musical group. They were based on their music and their personal style. The band has been very successful due to their unique sound and their ability to attract a large audience.

They played their new album, "Self Reich-ousness," which was well-received by the audience. The band's music is a mixture of rock and roll, punk, and reggae. They use instruments such as guitars, keyboards, and drums to create a unique sound.

The show was held at the University Community Orchestra, and it was a great experience. The audience was dancing and singing along with the band, and the energy in the room was electric.

The band's lead singer, Luciano Reich, trained at Juilliard and Mills College. He is known for his powerful voice and his ability to connect with the audience.

The band also has a战略合作, The Minister. The Minister is a group of local musicians who have been playing together for several years. They have a similar sound and style, which complements the band's music.

The show was a success, and the band received a lot of positive feedback from the audience. They played several of their new songs, as well as some of their older hits, which were well-received by the crowd.

The show was sponsored by the local music studio, Original Composition, and it was held at the Albany Symphony Orchestra venue.

---

**Events**

**Photohoots**

Photography is a great way to capture memories. It allows you to freeze a moment in time and remember it forever. The University Community Orchestra has some great photographers who capture the essence of the event.

**Sound Ensemble Required**

The sound is crucial to any event. It sets the mood and helps to create a great atmosphere. The University Community Orchestra has a great sound system that will ensure that the event sounds amazing.

**Planner's Office**

Planning an event can be a daunting task. The University Community Orchestra can help with all aspects of event planning, from the venue to the entertainment.

---

**Saturday (too) In The Park**

Ray Caliguire

Flack of Squeeze opened the UCB/CAB sponsored event and quickly got the crowd moving with their dynamic and fast-paced music. Performing their latest hits, they showcased their incredible vocal and instrumental abilities.

The show was held at the University Community Orchestra venue, and it was a great experience. The audience was dancing and singing along with the band, and the energy in the room was electric.

The band's lead singer, Luciano Reich, trained at Juilliard and Mills College. He is known for his powerful voice and his ability to connect with the audience.

The band also has a战略合作, The Minister. The Minister is a group of local musicians who have been playing together for several years. They have a similar sound and style, which complements the band's music.

The show was a success, and the band received a lot of positive feedback from the audience. They played several of their new songs, as well as some of their older hits, which were well-received by the crowd.

The show was sponsored by the local music studio, Original Composition, and it was held at the Albany Symphony Orchestra venue.

---

**And The Movies Are Easy**

Jim Dixon

The movie is a very impressive work of art. It was directed by Tube Hooper, director of the Academy Award-winning film "Driving Miss Daisy." The movie tells the story of a woman named Annie, who is a successful businesswoman in New York City.

The story is set in the 1920s and follows Annie as she navigates the world of business and society. The movie is a classic example of the "woman's picture," and it is a must-see for anyone who loves the film industry.

The movie was a hit when it was released, and it has since become a classic. It is a timeless story that continues to resonate with audiences today.

The movie was released in 1929, and it was directed by Tube Hooper, director of the Academy Award-winning film "Driving Miss Daisy." The movie tells the story of a woman named Annie, who is a successful businesswoman in New York City.

The story is set in the 1920s and follows Annie as she navigates the world of business and society. The movie is a classic example of the "woman's picture," and it is a must-see for anyone who loves the film industry.

The movie was a hit when it was released, and it has since become a classic. It is a timeless story that continues to resonate with audiences today.

---

**Movie Distributors Have Two Major Hits to Release This Summer**

The movie distributors have two major hits to release this summer. The first is "Tomorrow Night," a science fiction detective film based on the novel by Phillip K Dick. The second is "The Call" directed by Ridley Scott, director of "Alien." Both movies are expected to be major box office successes.
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The ongoing page for women (women's) shows the result of their four decades of efforts. The magazine is focusing on changing the story of women's rights and the struggle for equality. The women are determined to change the narrative of women's rights and the struggle for equality. The women are determined to change the narrative of women's rights and the struggle for equality. The women are determined to change the narrative of women's rights and the struggle for equality. The women are determined to change the narrative of women's rights and the struggle for equality.
SA Elections

It is Never Too Late to Change

Michael Grenfell

There are the usual set of stories that support the overall trend exhibited by the Board of Student Assembly candidates. Their recent claims, that by no stretch of words are they going to pull in any new students, are just that. By no stretch of words. Students enter SUNYA as freshmen, and seniors, and juniors, and have no real understanding of what is going on at SUNYA. The usual candidate's promise, "If elected, I will make an attempt to correct them," we have heard before and I'm sure we will hear again. We have heard the "If elected, I will" speech for the last 10 years. So why do we continue to waste our time and votes on these political charlatans? Whatever the outcome of this election will be, I am not going to give up my dream of democracy. I dream of what the candidates stand for, or even the prospect of learning and experiencing life for office. The student government, because we are all members of this institution elections are for the whole student body, because we are all members of this institution. We have the right to choose and the right to be chosen. We have the right to be the "winner." Just like the trivial matters. Most students do not really care who the top candidates are, or even who has the best ideas. What is so bad about a little unfair play? What is so bad about a little compromise, conceding one's ideals in exchange for the reward. It is Never Too Late to Change.
**Students Migrate South for Jobs**

Champaign-Urbana has been one of the least affected areas in the nation by the unemployment crisis. Still, the very well-paying, well-publicized petroleum jobs which once drew students here have been taken by others. Students have turned to the south in despair.

Last year, an estimated 20,000 students migrated south to find employment. It was the first wave. This year more are expected. Most students now believe that the oil companies will simply not be able to provide the quality of employment they once did.

A year ago, the oil companies still could not get enough students from the north. Now, they are having a hard time getting enough students from the south. This is in addition to the thousands of students who will be attending such schools as the University of Texas, which is currently north of 100,000.

Many of these students, most of whom are from the middle class, will be forced to stay in the state for a year or two before seeking work in the city. This will be a blow to the economy of the state, which has been the largest in the nation for the past 10 years.

It is estimated that the state will lose several hundred million dollars this year due to the unemployment crisis. This is in addition to the billions of dollars lost in the past year.

**Ground Zero Popular with Faculty, Students**

The ground zero, in the center of the city, is now the place to be. Students and faculty are flocking to this area to escape the unemployment crisis. The area is now a virtual ghost town with most of the students and faculty leaving the city.
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There's a better way to see America this summer.

There are still tickets available for Cooperstown, Lake George Boat Ride, Rafters, Montreal Day Trip, Playboy Club.

Special thanks go to Jessica Casey, Jim Doellefeld and the rest of Student Activities and the entire stage crew & activities crew for their unyielding support and assistance.

Also Special Thanks to Tom Serpe and everyone at Student Association for their support.

Very Special thanks to Neil Brown, Dean of Student Affairs whose belief and confidence in Celebration '82 helped make the event possible.

Thank you members of UCB for all the time and effort you put in:

Dan Pozin
Sue Isenberg
Bruce Deegan
Peter Lev
Dyan Fisher
Mike Stenard
Mindy Levine
Martin Jacoby
Steve Lichtenstein
Skip Sperling
Mike Starr
Doug Kahan
Jeff Hoffman
Glenn Kessler
Karen Fisher
Jack Simon
Dan Hohenberg
Mark Bodin
Bob Brunner
Todd Sermon
Matt Grode
Harold Verschleiser
Jim McCarthy
& Dave Miller

We also wish to thank all of the UCB volunteers:
Cheryl, Sioux, Clare, Kaye, Mike, Betsy, Rhonda, Eleanor, Mike, John, Mark, Dave, Karen, Steve, Wendy, Brian, John, and Mitch (Nike-man).

Also Dave Mintzer, John Morrison, Eric Roberts, and Karen Fedt. We apologize if we have left anyone out but our thoughts and thanks go out to you.

UCB would especially like to thank the SUNYA student body for your cooperation in making Celebration '82, the best Mayfest ever!!
If you think a "one-piece shell" is an oyster lover's nightmare, you're not ready for Memorex.

Neimmen Shut Out Oneonta, 9-0

"We played a lot better than we did the previous week," said coach Barry Levine. "It was quite a way for him to end his senior year."
Women's Track Places Ninth in N.Y. State Meet

By DEE PRATTINS

The State championships provided some tough competition for the women's track team. The meet was held at Ithaca College on May 3rd, 1982.

The team performed well, with many members setting new personal bests. Among the highlights were John's, who placed first with 124 points, and Barnard, who was out of 24 teams. The meet against some even tougher competition was held against some even tougher teams.

John's, who placed first with 124 points, and Barnard, out of 24 teams which still pointed toward her goal of the school record of 2:16.02. However, her later supreme effort in the finals fell short of this record.

Julie Smyth ran a personal best in the 200-meter dash and placed third in the 200-meter dash.

The freshest brew in Albany is direct from Albany. 32 Learned Street, Albany. Free keg delivery.
Danes Split Twinbill Against Oneonta, 15-4, 3-4

Red Dragons Score Late to Win Opener; Albany Gets Revenge in Nitecap Victory

By MARY HASKELL

The New York Times

The Red Dragons scored late to win the opener, 15-4, and Albany got revenge in the Nitecap victory, 3-4.

Tenants Group Urges Rent Control

By BETTIE BINGLEY

The New York Times

The tenants group is urging rent control.

Indian Pond Dumping Ground for Trash, Toxins

By MARK THOMSON and MAYNARD RILEY

The New York Times

The Indian Pond is being used as a dumping ground for trash and toxins.

Carey Vetos $23MSUNY Funding

By KEN GORDON

The Albany Times

Carey has vetoed $23MSUNY funding.

Investigation of O'Leary-Chen Case Urged by CAFE

By SUSAN MILLER

The Albany Times

The investigation of the O'Leary-Chen case is being urged by CAFE.